Introduction
The periodicity theorem for the infinite unitary group [3] can be interpreted as a statement about complex vector bundles. As such it describes the relation between vector bundles over X and X • S 2, where X is a compact (1) space and S 2 is the 2-sphere. This relation is most succinctly expressed by the formula
K(X • S 2) ~= K(X)(x~K(S2),
where K(X) is the Grothendleck group (2) of complex vector bundles over X. The generaI theory of these K-groups, as developed in [1] , has found many applications in topology and related fields. Since the periodicity theorem is the foundation stone of all this theory it seems desirable to have an elementary proof of it, and it is the purpose of this paper t(~ present such a proof.
Our proof will be strictly elementary. To emphasize this fact we have made the paper entirely self-contained, assuming only basic facts from algebra and topology. In particular we do not assume any knowledge of vector bundles or K-theory. We hope that, by doing this, we have made the paper intelligible to analysts who may be unacquainted with the theory of vector bundles but may be interested in the applications of K-theory to the index problem for elliptic operators [2] . We should point out in fact that our new proof of the periodicity theorem arose out of an attempt to understand the topological significance of elliptic boundary conditions. This aspect of the matter will be taken up in a subsequent paper.(a) In fact for the application to boundary problems we need not only the periodicity theorem but also some more precise results that occur in the course of our present proof.
(1) Compact spaces form the most natural category for our present purposes. V~ + is an invariant of p which is a refinement of the winding number ~o(p). If p depends continuously on a parameter space X then the spaces Vp + will form a vector bundle over (1) The terms used here are all defined in the body of the paper.
X. This vector bundle turns out to be a sufficiently good invariant of p so that the relation obtained in this way between vector bundles on X • S 2 and vector bundles on X gives the periodicity theorem.
It should be emphasized that the preceding remarks are made in order to give the reader some insight into the nature of the proof. In fact in our formal development we mention neither modules nor differential equations.
The arrangement of the paper is as follows. In w 1 we define vector bundles, establish a few basic properties and then introduce the groups K(X). The reader who is familiar with vector bundles may skip this section. In w 2 we state the main theorem which in fact is a slight generalization of the periodicity theorem in that X • S ~ is replaced by a suitable fibre bundle with fibre S ~. In essence the additional generality gives what is called the "Thorn isomorphism theorem" for line-bundles in K-theory. Since this comes out naturally by our method of proof it seemed reasonable to include it. Also in w 2 we introduce "clutching functions" / and approximate them by/inite Laurent series/n. In w 3 we consider polynomial clutching functions p and we show how to replace them by essentially equivalent linear functions. Then in w 4 we show how to deform any linear clutching function into a standard form, The proof of the main theorem is then given in w 5.
A few words on the general philosophy of this paper may be in order here. In algebraic topology the orthodox method is to replace continuous maps by simplicial approximations, and then use combinatorial methods. When the spaces involved are differentiable manifolds a powerful alternative is to approximate by di//erentiable maps and use differentialgeometric techniques. The original proof of the periodicity theorem, using Morse Theory, was of this nature. What we have done here is to use polynomial approximation and then apply algebraic techniques. In principle this method is applicable whenever the spaces involved are algebraic varieties. It would be interesting to see this philosophy exploited on other problems.(1)
Preliminaries on vector bundles
Let X be a topological space. Then a complex (~) vector bundle over X is a topological space E endowed with
The periodicity theorem for real vector bundles (which is considerably more intricate than the complex case) has recently been dealt with by R. Wood following the general lines of this paper.
(3) The word complex will be omitted from now on, since we shall not be concerned with real vector bundles.
such that E is locally isomorphic to the product of X with a complex vector space. and observe that the inverse is a continuous map in the topological group GL(n, C). Thus ~-IEF Horn(F, E) and so ~ is an isomorphism of vector bundles. The set of all isomorphisms of E onto F will be denoted by ISO(E, F). A vector bundle is trivial if it is isomorphic to X • C n for some n.
Natural operations on vector spaces carry over at once to vector bundles. We have already considered Horn (E, F). In addition we can define the direct sum EOI v, the tensor product E@F and the dual E*. be a partition of unity with support (~)c U~. Then we get a section s~ of E by defining
and ~ s~ is a section of E extending s as required.
LEMMA (1.2). Let Y be a closed subspace o t a compact space X, E and F two vector bundles over X. Then any isomorphism s: E I Y--> F I Y extends to an isomorphism t: E] U---> F ] U/or some open set U containing Y.
Proo]. s is a section of Horn(E, F)] Y. Applying (1.1) we get an extension to a section t of Horn(E, F). Let U be the subset of X consisting of points x for which t~ is an iso- 
.. an)) = ~ a~ Pu st(y) + ~ ai(1 -P)u si(y).
i=l i=r+l This establishes
LEMMA (1.4). I/P is a projection operator/or the vector bundle E, then PE and (1 -P) E have an induced vector bundle structure and E =PEQ(1 -P) E.
We turn next to the question of metrics in vector bundles. If E is a complex vector bundle we can consider the vector bundle Herm (E) whose fibre at x consists of all hermitian forms in E:. A metric on E is defined as a section of Herin (E) which is positive definite for each x E X. Since the space of positive definite Hermitian forms is a convex set, the existence of a metric in E over a compact space X follows from the existence of partitions of unity.
Moreover, any two metrics in E are homotopie, in fact they can be joined by a linear homotopy.
Vector bundles are frequently constructed by a glueing or clutching construction which we shall now describe. Let trivial. Since E lu r E~ I X -A = (E 11 XI --A) + (E 2 ] X 2 -A) the local triviality at points x ~ A follows from that of E 1 and E 2. Let therefore a E A and let V1 be a closed neighbourhood of a in X 1 over which E 1 is trivial, so that we have an isomorphism
01: Eli VI~V1 • C ~.
Restricting to A we get an isomorphism 
E1U~E2~-E'I U~, E~.
(
1.7). I/(E~,q)) and (E~,q)') are two "clutching data" on the Xi, then (El U ~ E2) @ (E'~ U ~, E~) ~ E;@E1 U E2(~E'~, (El U ~ E~)@ (E~ O ~, E~) ~ E I@E'~ U E~@E~, ep|
Moreover, we also have Since/0 and/1 are homotopic it follows from (2.2) that
E1U +, E~.~ EI [.J +, E2
as required.
We come finally to the definition of the Grothendieck group K(X). Let If X is a poinb then K(X) is naturally isomorphic to the ring of integers.
(1) It was similar considerations which led Grothendieck to define K(X) in the first place in algebraic geometry.
Statement of the periodicity theorem
If E is any vector bundle then by deleting the 0-section and dividing out by the action of non-zero scalars we obtain a space P(E) called the projective bundle of E. There is a natural map P(E)-->X and the inverse image of xEX is the complex projective space P(E~). If we assign to each yEP(Ex) the one-dimensional subspace of E x which corresponds to it we obtain a line-bundle over P(E). This line-bundle is denoted by H*, i.e. its dual is denoted by H. The projection P(E)-->X induces a ring homomorphism K(X)-->K(P(E)) so that K(P(E)) becomes a K(X)-algebra. Our main theorem determines the structure of this algebra in a particular case: [H] subject to the single relation
THEOREM (2.1). ,Let L be a line-bundle over the compact space X, H the line.bundle over P(LO1) defined above. Then, as a K(X)-algebra, K(P(LO1)) is generated by
If X is a point, so that P(ZO1) is a projective line or 2-sphere S n, (2.1) implies that
K(S ~) is a free abelian group generated by [1] and [H] and that ([H]-[1])2=0. Hence (2.1), in the case when L is trivial, can be rephrased as follows: C OR 0 LLAR Y (2.2). Let ~r 1 : X x Sn-->X, z~: X x $2---~S 2, denote the projections. Then the homomorphism /: K(X) Qz K(S n)-->K(X x S ~) de/ined by ](a@b ) =ze~ (a)~r~ (b ) is a ring isomorphism,
This corollary is the periodicity theorem proper.
For any x there is a natural embedding L,-->P(LO1)x given by y-->(yO1) which exhibits P(LO1), as the compactification of Z z obtained by adding the "point at infinity". In this way we get an embedding of L in P =P(LO1), so that P is the compactification of L obtained by adding the "section at infinity". Now let us choose, once and for all, a definite metric in L and let ScL be the unit circle bundle in this metric. We identify L with a subspace of P so that p =p0 U P~r S =pc fl p~, where p0 is the closed disc bundle interior to S (i.e. containing the 0-section) and P~r is the closed disc bundle exterior to S (i.e. containing the co-section). The projections S--->X, P~ P~--->X will be denoted by ;r, ~r 0, ~r~ respectively.
Suppose now that E ~ E ~ are two vector bundles over X and that/EISO (~*E ~ :~*E~).
Then we can form the vector bundle ~o E~ over P. We shall denote this bundle for brevity by (E',/, E r162 and we shall say that ] is a clutching function for (E 0, E~). That the most general bundle on P is of this form is shown by the following lemma:
LEMMA (2.3). Let E be any vector bundle over P and let E ~ E :r be the vector bundles over X induced by the O-section and oo -section respectively. Then there exists / E IS0 (Te*E ~ re*E r162 )
such that
E~=(E o, [, E~), the isomorphism being the obvious one on the O-section and the ~ -section. Moreover F is uni. quely determined, up to homotopy, by these properties.
Proof. Let s0:X-->P ~ be the 0-section. Then Sog 0 is homotopic to the identity map of 
K(P).
When L is the trivial line-bundle X • C 1, S is the trivial circle bundle X • S I so that points of S are represented by pairs (x, z) with xEX and zEC with Izl =1. Thus z is a function on S, so also is z -I and we can consider functions on S which are finite Laurent series in z:
When L is not trivial we want to introduce a notation which will enable us to deal con- Remark. The uniformity can be defined by using metrics in E ~ and E r but does not of course depend on the choice of metrics.
Linearization
By a polynomial clutching ]unction we shall mean a Laurent clutching function without negative powers of z. In this section we shall describe a linearization procedure for such functions. with Ni, N 2 nilpotent.
Since l+tN with 0<t~<l gives a homotopy of isomorphisms, if N is nilpotent, it follows from (3.1) and (1.8) that we have we deduce (3.5).
We shall now establish a simple algebraic formula in K(P). For convenience we write
PROPOSITION (3.6). For any polynomial clutching/unction p ]or (E ~ E ~) we have the identity
Proo/. From (3.5) and (3.2) we deduce
Using (1.7) and (2.5) and passing to K(P) this gives:
from which the required result follows.
Putting E ~ = 1, p =z, E ~ =L in (3.6) and using (2.4) we obtain the formula:
which is part of the assertion of our main theorem (2.1).
Linear clutching functions
We begin by reviewing some elementary facts about linear transformations. Suppose
T is an endomorphism of a finite-dimensional vector space E, and let S be a circle in the complex plane which does not pass through any eigenvalue of T. Then
is a projection operator in E which commutes with T. The decomposition
E=E+OE_, E+=QE, E_=(1-Q)E
is therefore invariant under T, so that we can write
T = T+OT.
Then T+ has all eigenvalues inside S while T_ has all eigenvalues outside S. This is jus$ the spectral decomposition of T corresponding to the two components of the complement of S.
We shall now extend these results to vector bundles, but first we make a remark on notation. So far z and hence p(z) have been sections over S. However, they extend in a natural way to sections over the whole of L. It will also be convenient to include the -section of P in certain statements. Thus, if we assert that p(z) = az + b is an isomorphism outside S, we shall take this to include the statement that a is an isomorphism. Proo/. In view of (1.4) it will be sufficient to verify all statements point-wise for each x C X. In other words, we may suppose X is a point, L = C and z is just a complex number. Hence from the homotopies used in proving (3.4 i and (3.5) we obtain
PROPOSITION (4.1). Let p be a linear clutching/unction/or E ~ E ~ and define endomorphisms QO, Qr162 o/E ~ E ~ by
or equivalently (using (1.7))
Vn+~( Z ~ zp, L| ~176 ~= L| V,( E ~ p, Z~176 ~
Finally from (3.2), (4.2) and the remark following Lemma (2.3) we obtain the following equation in K(P) the relation with ordinary differential equations mentioned in the introduction analysts may care to ponder over the significance of (4.6).
Proof of Theorem (2.1)
Let t be an indeterminate. Then because of (3.7) the mapping t--->[H] induces a K(X)-algebra homomorphism
tz: K(X)[tJ/(t -1) (ILl t -1) --> K(P).
To prove theorem (2. i) we have to show that/~ is an isomorphism, and we shall do this by explicitly constructing an inverse.
First let / be any clutching function for (E ~ E~~ Let/n be the sequence of Cesaro means of its Fourier series and put pn =zn/~. Then, if n is sufficiently large, (2.6) asserts that Pn is a polynomial clutching function (of degree ~<2n) for (E e, LnQE~176 Motivated by (4.6)
we define Thus v~(/), for large n, is independent of n and so depends only on/. We write it as ~(/). and v(E) will depend only on the isomorphism class of E. Since v(E) is clearly additive for 9 it induces a group homomorphism
v~(/) E g (x) [t]/ (t -
1
~:g(P)->K(X)[t]/(t -1) ([L]t -1).
In fact it is clear from its definition that this is a K(X)-module homomorphism.
We shall now check that #v is the identity of K(P). In fact with the above notation Since K(P) is additively generated by elements of the form [E] this proves that #v is the identity.
Finally we have to show that v# is the identity of K(X)[I]/(t-1)([L]t-1) Since v#
is a homomorphism of K(X)-modules it will be sufficient to check that v#(l ~) =t" for all This completes the proof of Theorem (2.1).
